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Abstract: The present article presents results of a laboratory study on the assessment of erosion
patterns around a hydrodynamic transparent offshore foundation exposed to combined waves and
currents. The model tests were conducted under irregular, long-crested waves in a scale of 1:30 in
a wave-current basin. A terrestrial 3D laser scanner was used to acquire data of the sediment surface
around the foundation structure. Tests have been conducted systematically varying from wave- to
current-dominated conditions. Different volume analyzing methods are introduced, which can be
related for any offshore or coastal structure to disclose physical processes in complex erosion patterns.
Empirical formulations are proposed for the quantification of spatially eroded sediment volumes and
scour depths in the near-field and vicinity of the structure. Findings from the present study agree
well with in-situ data stemming from the field. Contrasting spatial erosion development between
experimental and in-situ data determines a stable maximum of erosion intensity at a distance of
1.25 A, 1.25 times the structure’s footprint A, as well as a global scour extent of 2.1–2.7 A within the
present study and about 2.7–2.8 A from the field. By this means, a structure-induced environmental
footprint as a measure for erosion of sediment affecting marine habitat is quantified.
Keywords: offshore wind farm; jacket; scour; wave-current interaction; spatial resolution; erosion
patterns; sediment transport; laboratory tests
1. Introduction
To meet the rising demand for renewable energy, the expansion of offshore wind energy converters
(OWECs) in coastal waters is progressing steadily. Due to continuing technological development,
upcoming offshore wind parks will not only utilize larger turbines with a capacity of 10 MW and
beyond [1], but also create opportunities to open new available space in larger water depths. As the
average water depth increases in projected wind parks globally, different construction types are adopted
that are more complex and have a larger footprint than commonly used monopiles. However, the
installation and operation of those structures, especially if several are closely aligned next to each
other, may lead to impacts on the formerly unaffected marine environment in the near- but also in the
far-field. Potential impacts [2–4] include large scale morphological changes and entrainment of large
quantities of sediment in the water body due to interaction of the structure with ocean currents and
waves [5–7]. Of course, the scouring processes might also affect the sustainability of the structure itself
over time. Unfortunately, only a limited understanding of environmental impacts and the impairment
of the structure’s stability over its lifetime due to scouring processes around complex foundation
structures exist. This is why for some structures that are affected by scouring, e.g., gravity-based
foundations (GBF), the installation of a scour protection system became mandatory. The protection
of those structures against the degradation due to scour is often designed following a conservative,
and thus, inefficient approach that is based on monopiles. Yet, this evident mismatch may also lead to
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incorrect prediction of scour depths and unreliable design of scour protection (see Rudolph et al. [8]).
This in turn might also impose an effect of superimposing global scouring processes, that possibly
contribute to the subsidence of the seabed, in particular around complex structures see, e.g., Rudolph
et al. [8] and Baelus et al. [9]. While the equilibrium scour depth around monopile foundations has
been investigated and published extensively over the last decades, limited understanding exists for
jacket-type foundations, see [8–11]. Even though the bed topography was measured, these studies
were more focused on the local scour development for specific conditions rather than on the spatial
scour development on a global extent. A literature study on model tests and field studies related to
jacket-type foundations can be found in Welzel et al. [12].
Research conducted for groups of circular cylinders represents the basis of knowledge to
understand the initiation and development of local and global scour around a hydrodynamic transparent
structure like a jacket. For groups of circular cylinders, several studies outlined a dependency between
the distance of piles (gap ratio) and the local as well as global scour development [13–15]. Furthermore,
it is reported that hydrodynamic interactions between individual circular piles are small if the distance
between them exceeds six times the piles’ diameter (see e.g. [16–18]). Bolle et al. [10] transferred this
knowledge to jacket structures, arguing that the distance was clearly above 6 D in their study and
thus global scour does not have to be considered. To gain insights into potential effects of global
scouring processes on the marine environment and the structures’ stability, spatial seabed changes in
the vicinity of the structure need to be measured. Although different measurement techniques and
analysis methods were already applied in previous studies, they are rarely used to provide information
beyond the calculation of volumes of displaced sediment. Porter [19] used a photogrammetric-based
measurement system to analyze the scour hole, depth and shape in tidal currents around a monopile.
Margheritini et al. [20] conducted physical model tests for the scour development around monopile
foundations in unidirectional and tidal currents. They analyzed the scour volume by means of a laser
probe bottom profiler. Stahlmann and Schlurmann [21] conducted small scale, 1:40, as well as large
scale, 1:12, physical model tests for a tripod foundation in regular and irregular wave conditions
and evaluated the scour development by using either a laser distance bottom profiler (for 1:40) or
a multi-beam echo sounder (for 1:12). Hartvig et al. [22] investigated the scour and backfilling processes
around a monopile foundation due to steady currents and combined wave-current load. A laser probe
bottom profiler was used to obtain bed topography measurements for several time steps. Insights
about scour processes and results on scour depth, scour volume and a scour shape factor are derived as
a function of time and space. As the spatial investigation of erosion volumes around offshore structures
so far has attracted little research interest (also for technical reasons of measurement instruments), few
studies exist which may provide a systematic analysis. Studies of Margheritini et al. [20] and Hartvig
et al. [22] systematically analyzed erosion processes and introduced a dimensionless erosion volume
(normalized with a structural volume). Nevertheless, the lack of a spatial reference (e.g., the related
interrogation area of the erosion volume) to the information of eroded sediment volume seems to be
an important point missing for a further normalization.
However, several aspects regarding scouring processes around complex offshore structures remain
(so far) disregarded and demand a more systematic investigation of erosion patterns. Consequently,
the objective of the present paper addresses a systematic volume-based analysis of erosion processes to
evaluate the degree and extent of the local and global scour development around a jacket structure. This
enables the sediment redistribution footprint of the offshore structure to be deduced in the transition
between the near- and the far-field. Therefore, hydraulic model tests have been carried out in the
wave and current basin of the Ludwig-Franzius-Institute to conduct a systematic study of erosion
processes around a jacket-type offshore foundation under waves, combined waves and current as
well as steady current conditions. Different volume-analyzing concepts and calculation methods are
introduced, which can be adapted, generally, for any offshore structure or coastal structure to reveal
physical processes in complex erosion patterns.
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The objectives of this paper are:
(1) The systematic study of global scour patterns in combined waves and current conditions around
a jacket foundation.
(2) Gaining further insights into the spatial scouring process around jacket structures with detailed
3D laser scan measurements.
(3) The introduction and application of a novel method to analyze volume-based erosion processes
with a spatial reference.
(4) The improvement of prediction methods to account for local and global erosion volumes/scour
depths and the extent of global and local scour around jacket type offshore structures.
(5) The quantification of eroded sediment volume, and the determination of areas, which exhibit an
increased erosion rate, and therefore, have an impact on the natural dynamics of the ocean floor.
It should be noted that the present physical model tests were part of a fundamental study
previously described in [12]. While Welzel et al. [12] focused on local scour depths, measured for
a wide range of wave, wave-current and steady current conditions, the present study concentrates on
the volume-based assessment of spatial erosion processes in the near-field and vicinity of the structure.
2. Experimental Setup
The physical model tests have been conducted using a jacket-type model in the 3D wave and
current basin of the Ludwig-Franzius-Institute, Leibniz Universität Hannover, Germany. The wave
basin has a maximum water depth of 1 m, a total length of 40 m and a width of 24 m (see Figure 1).
Passive wave absorbers are installed at three sides of the wave basin, resulting in an effective usable
length of 30 to 15 m (see Figure 1). An integrated active wave absorption system further reduces
reflections. The snake type wave machine consists of 72 wave paddles, allowing generation of regular
and irregular waves at angles of 45◦ between 135◦ degrees. For the present study a perpendicular
wave direction was set to 90◦ to the current coming from 0◦ (see Figure 1).
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in prototype scale according to the model scale of 1:30, was kept constant during the study. The 
sediment pit is located in the center of the basin, providing an additional depth of 1.2 m, a length of 
8 m and a width of 6.6 m. A sediment trap with a length of 1.5 m at the downstream side of the pit 
was installed to prevent large amounts of sediment from being transported as bed load into the pump 
sump. A jacket structure was assembled to physically mimic a generic structure of a jacket-type 
foundation without considering the influence of post piles or mud-mats. The physical model was 
i i t
f l ft t ri t it 0◦, r a ati er en icular in 90◦.
is s er ositio a gle as chosen to enable a better comparability to other studies as well
as to investigate the influence of waves a proaching perpendicular to a current o t e global sco r
e elo e t. s s o n in Figure 2b, the water depth of 0.67 m, representing a water level of 20 m in
prototype scale according to the model scale of 1:30, was kept constant during the study. The sediment
pit is located in the center of the basin, providi g an a ditio al epth of 1.2 m, a length of 8 m and
a width of 6.6 m. A sedi ent trap with a length of 1.5 m at the downstream side of the pit was installed
to prevent large amounts of sedi ent from being transported as bed load into the pump sump. A jacket
structure was assembled to physically mimic a generic structure of a jacket-type foundation without
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considering the influence of post piles or mud-mats. The physical model was constructed using 3D
printed parts, which were glued together, sanded down and painted with filler and lacquer in multiple
layers to achieve a smooth coating of the surface. The jacket structure has been built in a quadratic cross
section consisting of four main piles with a diameter of 4 cm each and with a distance of 0.55 m between
them. The piles below the lowest nodes were made out of aluminum and were connected to the bottom
of the wave basin. The model was installed in the middle of the sediment pit. As the jacket structure
was not rotated during the laboratory experiments, only one orientation of the model with respect to
the current and wave direction was investigated in the present study. The model was installed and
constructed in a way that the lowest node of the structure was positioned in a distance of one pile
diameter D (with D = 4 cm) above the sediment bed, as shown in Figure 2. Consequently, a substantial
influence of the jacket structure on the flow and thus on the sediment bed was intended. The sediment
pit was filled with sand with a median diameter of d50 = 0.19 mm. To achieve a good compaction,
without entrapped air, the sand was installed in wet condition and levelled with aluminum bars.
Two Acoustic Doppler Velocimeters (ADVs, Vectrino+, Nortek AS, Rud, Norway) measured wave
and current induced flow velocities. One was placed 2.5 m upstream (in current direction) from the
model (ADV2), and the other one (ADV1) was positioned in line with the wave gauge array.
Both ADVs were installed in a distance of 2.5 D (10 cm) over the sediment surface, vertically
(looking down). Additional preliminary tests were carried out to measure the undisturbed current
velocity Uc. Furthermore, vertical velocity profiles of horizontal flow components were measured at the
location of ADV2 to calculate the undisturbed and depth-averaged current velocity U. The undisturbed
orbital velocity U was measured during previously conducted tests with ADV1 at a distance of 10 cm
above the sand level. A terrestrial 3D laser scanner (Focus 3D, FARO, Lake Mary, FL, USA) was used
to measure the surface elevation around the model. The FARO Focus 3D laser scanner offers the
advantage of high-resolution measurements of up to 70 million data points per scan. In comparison to
photogrammetric [20], echo sounder based measurement techniques [23] as well as measurements
with laser probe bottom profiler [22], the 3D laser scanning method provides higher resolution and
therefore a better accuracy to measure the scour patterns around the structure. The high accuracy of
up to ±1 mm is especially important for volume analyzes around small/thin objects (e.g., the present
structure with diameters D = 4 cm).
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As mentioned previously, the present tests were part of a larger investigation, in which the
time dependent development of the scour around the jacket at different locations was measured and
analyzed (cp. [12]). For this, measurements were carried out by means of echo sounding transducers
with a diameter of ~1cm around pile 1 and pile 3 as well as in between the piles. These echo sounders
are additionally illustrated in Figure 2. For more detailed information about the experimental setup
and procedure refer to Welzel et al. [12].
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Experimental Procedure and Test Conditions
Before each test, the sediment bed was smoothed under wet conditions (water depth kept at the
level of sediment bed) by making use of aluminum bars. Subsequently the wave basin was carefully
filled overnight. No general starvation of the bed (general seabed lowering) has been observed in
the present study. Therefore, the measured erosion patterns can be attributed to the presence of the
structure. JONSWAP wave spectra were generated until a maximum amount of 6500 waves (or 7 h
for test 5) were reached in one test. Studies related on scour around OWECs in combined waves and
current exhibit test durations in ranges of 1 to 3 hours (see, e.g., [11,24–26]). Some of those studies
did not reach an equilibrium stage of the related scour depth. Therefore, a maximum amount of 6500
waves was chosen in the present study (test durations of 3.7 between 8.3 hours) to ensure the erosion
process to reach its equilibrium stage. The test procedure can be summarized as follows:
(1) Smoothing the sand level and carefully filling the basin to avoid disturbances of the adjusted
sand level.
(2) Running the desired test until the scour process has attained an (almost) equilibrium stage.
(3) Emptying the wave basin and carefully draining the sand pit to avoid further influence on the
scour pattern.
(4) 3D scans of the global sediment surface around the structure.
The maximum value of the undisturbed orbital velocity Um (see Equation (1)) is calculated with
Urms, the root-mean-square value (RMS) of the orbital velocity U at the bottom in the direction of the
waves defined as Urms2 =
∫ ∞
0 S( f )d f , with S( f ) = power spectrum of U which corresponds to the
wave component, with f = frequency. As investigated in [27], the Keulegan-Carpenter number is
defined as KC = UmTp/D, in which Tp = peak wave period and D = pile diameter. The parameter
Ucw (see Equation (2)) represents a wave current velocity ratio introduced by Sumer and Fredsøe [27]
to assess the ratio of undisturbed current Uc to undisturbed wave generated flow velocity Um:
Um =
√
2Urms (1)
Ucw =
Uc
(Uc +Um)
(2)
The Shields parameter, which is based on the current velocity Uc and the orbital velocity Um, was
determined by the approach of Soulsby [28]. The test program consisted of a wave only test, three
tests in which different wave and current loads were combined, and a final test with current-only
conditions. Current velocities and wave parameters were selected to cover a wide range of Ucw and
KC numbers. A critical Shields parameter of θcr = 0.049 was calculated for the sediment of the present
study. Considering the Shields parameters given in Table 1, all tests have thus been conducted under
live bed conditions.
Table 1. Test conditions/Measured values (waves are propagating in 90◦ to the current).
Test Hs[m]
Tp
[s]
Bed
Orbital
Velocity
Um
[cm/s]
Depth
Averaged
Current
Velocity
¯
U
[cm/s]
Current
Velocity
10 cm
Above Bed
Uc
[cm/s]
KC
[-]
Ucw
[-]
Shields
Parameter
θ
[-]
Global
Eroded
Volume: for
an Area
of 1.25 A
VD [-]
Local
Eroded
Volume:
Diameter
of 6 D
VD [-]
1 0.165 4.5 20.8 - - 23.4 0.00 0.080 −0.49 −0.49
2 0.165 4.5 20.8 11.4 10.1 23.4 0.33 0.085 −14.14 −10.62
3 0.158 3.4 17.5 24.3 22.5 14.9 0.56 0.087 −27.26 −18.50
4 0.147 2.0 13.3 41.7 38.8 6.7 0.75 0.123 −43.61 −23.82
5 - - - 41.7 38.8 - 1.00 0.084 −55.52 −27.19
* Test 1–5 are related (in the same order) to test 3, 10, 8, 6 and 13 in Welzel et al. [12].
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3. Calculation of Erosion Volumes
The determination of dimensionless erosion volumes analyzed over increasing interrogation areas
(ai), enables the spatial assessment of eroded sediment quantities (eroded sediment per surface area)
around offshore structures. To enable an improved analysis of erosion processes, in particular of the
related erosion patterns, only erosion volumes of sediment are considered within each interrogation
area without the additional influence of deposited sediment volume as the deposited sediment
patterns would affect the analysis of the considered erosion. Different techniques for the analysis of
these volumes are introduced in the following. The application of those techniques is not limited to
jacket-type structures as used in this study but can also be adapted for other complex structures to
reveal physical processes behind complex erosion patterns. To avoid optically shadowed interrogation
areas in close proximity of the structure, scans were taken from three different angles and subsequently
merged into a single 3D point cloud, providing a high-resolution bed topography in a point density
of 100 data points per cm2 in the carefully drained wave basin around and beneath the structure.
No changes in the sediment bed have been observed while slowly draining the sediment pit. To ensure
the same spatial reference for every laser scan taken, 6 reference spheres were set in preparation of
every measurement. Each merged measurement was pre-processed to reduce the number of outliers
as well as to cut unnecessary data points. The pre-processed point cloud data were exported and
further processed with MATLAB®. The irregular spaced point cloud data were interpolated by a cubic
Delaunay triangulation to calculate the Z value of each data point and converted into a regular 3D
mesh grid in a 2 mm resolution. Similar as proposed by Vosselman [29] a slope-based filtering method
was implemented to reduce remaining outliers. The x- and y- coordinate system was centered to the
middle of the structure. Erosion volumes Verosion(ai) located in a considered interrogation area ai, were
calculated by subtracting the digital elevation model (DEM) from the reference level at the beginning
of a test. As stated by Raudkivi and Ettema [30] for the case of monopiles, the extent and shape of
a scour hole is related to the pile diameter, but can also be expressed by a dimensionless volume (see
Margheritini et al. [20], Hartvig et al. [22]). Accordingly, the dimensionless eroded volume within
a certain area ai is defined in this study as:
VD,i =
Verosion(ai)
n D3
(3)
in which n is the number of piles, ai a rectangular area (see Figure 3) and D the pile diameter. The
investigated erosion patterns are a result of the complex flow and scouring mechanism, which are
briefly described in Section 4.1. In the present study the global erosion volume is related with the four
main piles of the jacket (n = 4) for global erosion calculations and n = 1 for local erosion analyses in
the near-field of an individual single pile.
In contrast to the erosion volume VD,i, the cumulative erosion volume VA,i represents a volume
which is related to a normalized ratio of the area ai/a1, with a1 being the area of the structure’s footprint.
By considering monotonously increasing areas around the structure, the development of the erosion
volume with increasing distance from the center of the structure can be evaluated. This approach
enables both an insight into the spatial extent and a quantitative measure how the erosion process
translates from local to global patterns. By this means also the distance to which the structure has
a quantifiable influence on the mobile seabed can be projected. The cumulative erosion volume is
defined as:
VA,i =
VD,i
ai/a1
(4)
VA,i and VI,i both provide a quantity of an erosion volume in reference to a specific area (see
Figure 3). The incremental erosion volume VI,i is representing the net gradient volume (VD,i −VD,i−1)
related to a corresponding ratio of areas ai/a1 − ai−1/a1. In addition to VA,i, the incremental erosion
volume VI,i provides information on the variation of erosion volumes between two individual areas
ai and ai−1. Thereby, it is possible to assess and analyse the volumetric change of sediment with the
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erosion intensity as eroded volume per area with an increasing distance from the center of the structure.
The incremental erosion volume is given by:
VI,i =
VD,i −VD,i−1
ai/a1 − ai−1/a1 (5)
The incremental erosion volume VI,i and the incremental erosion depth DV,i are representing
both a net gradient volume, relating to an area between two adjacent interrogation areas ai and ai−1.
The incremental erosion volume VI,i Equation (5) is directly related to Equations (3) and (4) and
represents an erosion volume in relation to an area. On the other hand, the incremental parameter
DV,i depicts an erosion depth for an interrogation area, calculated by normalisation with the pile
diameter. This enables a comparison between scour depths and bathymetric surface data as well as a
quantification of local and global scour extends for the design and prediction of the foundation structure:
DV,i =
(
Vi −Vi−1
ai − ai−1
)
/D (6)
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Figure 3. Schematic sketch of increasing rectangular interrogation areas ai around the present model,
(a) illustrated exemplarily for an area ai = a2, related to Equation (4) (a2 = 1.1 × 1.1 m, shaded area);
(b) as well as increasing incremental areas, related to Equation (5). Interrogation areas ai are centered to
the structure, starting at a0.5 up to a5.
4. Results
4.1. Changes in Bed Topography
It is reasonable to assume from current understanding of scouring and scour extent, that the near
bed flow acceleration around a jacket structure is focused along the individual piles. This in turn leads
to a mobilization and transport of the sediment bed. Furthermore, it can be assumed that structural
elements as braces which are close to the seabed are generally causing additional vortex shedding and
streamline contraction, also leading to a potential increase of bed shear stresses, and thus, sediment
mobilization. The interaction of structural elements, flow and sediment bed is particularly pronounced
if the structural elements are located close to the seabed, as shown in Welzel et al. [31]. To visualize
the impact of the structure on the spatial erosion and deposition of sediment, Figure 4 presents an
exemplary photo of the model setup and the final scour pattern after test 4 (additional photos of tests
2–5 are provided and described in Welzel et al. [12]).
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dune-like sediment accumulation. For this test, an erosion depth up to DV = −0.54 D was measured
for a distance of approx. 1.2–1.25 A.
Test 4 (Figure 5d) was conducted under current-dominated conditions (Ucw = 0.75). Here, sand
ripples with comparable long crests and smaller heights (as compared to steady current conditions)
migrated in the current direction. Measurements for test 4 indicate a more globally affected erosion
process in particular in between the structure’s footprint area. Laterally distributed erosion areas,
emerging from the upstream located piles (pile 1 and 4), indicate that the bed topography is influenced
by structure-induced near-bed vortices that arise from the front piles and might be influenced by
perpendicular approaching orbital wave motion. Sediment is deposited behind the structure, elongated
in the current direction. The global scour in between the structure footprint (areas ≤ 1 A) is increased
significantly (DV = −0.6 D) in comparison to tests 1–3. The incremental erosion depth value increases
on up to DV = −0.71 D over a distance of approximately 1.2–1.25 A.
Figure 5e illustrates test 5, conducted under steady current conditions without the presence of
waves for a flow velocity of UC = 38.8 cm/s (Ucw = 1.0). The absence of the superposed orbital wave
motion led to shorter crested sand ripples migrating in the current direction. Ripples are generally
higher and longer than those under combined wave-current load (see Figure 5d). A comparison with
studies of [32] and [33] shows a similar bedform of ripples under current only conditions, indicating
a fully developed ripple length and height. The 3D scan, depicted in Figure 5d reveals a globally
affected erosion pattern with comparable high scour depths (DV = −0.75 D) in between the structure
footprint (areas ≤ 1 A) and a maximum global scour depth of −0.84 D (for 1.2–1.25 A), which is further
increased in comparison to test 4. The eroded sediment is deposited behind the structure elongated
over a longer distance than shown in test 4.
Present results show that the extent and distribution of the spatial scouring process depends on
the hydraulic conditions, i.e., whether the flow is current, or wave dominated. For wave dominated
conditions the oscillating flow induced by irregular waves is leading to backfilling of once eroded
areas, and thus also to a considerably lower erosion rate, while a more current dominated flow is
leading to a more constant bed load and suspended load transport in downstream direction. Therefore,
wave dominated conditions of the present study lead to smaller global scour depths, whose pattern
seems to align with the direction of wave propagation. Current dominated conditions cause a deeper
global scour, whose largest intensity can be found between the individual piles of the jacket structure.
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4.2. Analysis of Global Erosion Volumes
Figure 6a illustrates the dimensionless eroded sediment volume VD,i with increasing distance
from the center of the structure. A general trend of increasing erosion volumes depending on the
wave current velocity ratio Ucw of each test is depicted. This correlation is in agreement with the
observations on the bed topography around the structure as illustrated in Figure 5. The volume of
eroded sediment is increased (independently of Ucw) with increasing distance from the structure as
expected. However, the rate of volume growth with increasing distance is not constant see Figure 6a.
Instead, the volume of eroded sediment is increased rapidly in areas in close proximity to the structure
and loses its influence with distance from the jacket. Again, this might be expected, as the amount
of eroded volume near the structure is mainly controlled by the local scouring process around the
piles. With growing distance from the structure, the influence of the global scouring process on the
erosion volume diminishes. Thus, the inconsistent development of VD,i is an indication for different
erosion processes taking place, the change in the dominance between those processes and thus also an
indication for different erosion intensities (eroded sediment volume per area) around the structure.
In addition, to elucidate the dependency of the erosion process on the distance from the structure,
Figure 6b illustrates the cumulative erosion volume VA,i as a function of A. Test 1–3 have been
conducted under wave current velocity ratios of Ucw = 0–0.56. In tests 1–3, wave spectra with higher
orbital velocities were studied, leading to a more wave dominated erosion pattern with lower values
of VA,i. In comparison, test 4–5 have been conducted under current dominated conditions, leading
to higher magnitudes of VA,i. To allow a comparison between each test, whether a more global or
more local erosion process dominated the morphodynamic regime, values around the main piles for
approx. 1–1.25 A are compared with magnitudes in between the structure footprint 0.5–1 A, which is
more affected by global erosion processes. Therefore, the representation of the cumulative erosion
volume VA,i reveals a more locally pronounced erosion of sediment around the main piles for test
1–3, as values in between the structure 0.5–1 A are significantly smaller than the maximum value
observed in a distance of 1.25 A around the main piles. While measurements for tests 4 and 5 are
indicating a more globally affected erosion process as values in between the structure footprint (0.5–1 A)
are exhibiting magnitudes of a similar values than the maximum erosion value (1.25 A). However,
Figure 6b shows a stable peak at about ~1.25A for each test. Here, the local scour around each pile is
superimposed with the global erosion pattern around the foundation structure. Areas in between the
structure footprint (A < 1) show larger fluctuations as they are further away from the more stable local
scour and normalized over smaller areas. Subsequently, Figure 6b indicates a similar decrease of the
cumulative erosion volume VA,i for gradients beyond 1.25 A.
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As deposition of sediment is not considered, the decrease of eroded volume per area might
be explained with a general decrease of flow contraction and disturbances due to vortices. The
aforementioned peak of the cumulative eroded volume VA,i at around 1.25 A is compared to Ucw in
Figure 7. Obviously, a slight current superimposed on waves causes the erosion volume to increase
significantly. With further increasing values of Ucw the maximum eroded sediment volume increased
as well. Furthermore, the comparison of values measured in test 4 and 5 shows the addition of irregular
waves reduce the amount of eroded sediment. Overall, Figure 7 reveals a rather strong dependency of
the maximum eroded volume on Ucw. The maximum of eroded sediment VA,max can be described as
a function of the wave current velocity ratio as follows:
VA,max = −1.3(0.1 + exp(−4.6 Ucw))−1.5 (7)
Equation (7) enables the calculation and prediction of the maximum cumulative erosion volume
VA,max, which appears to be found in a distance of about 1.25 times the structure footprint. Thus, VA,max
quantifies the maximum erosion volume depending on Ucw and is convertible into the parameters
introduced in Section 3 (Equations (3)–(6)). The knowledge of this distance, as well as of the values
of the eroded sediment at this point, might be of practical use for the prediction of scour and the
design of a scour protection system in a graduated intensity starting at VA,max. By this means, it might
be possible to adapt areas with different erosion intensities to different scour protection areas (e.g.,
different stone sizes) with a reference on the maximum erosion intensity at VA,max. Due to the limited
number of tests, the influence of different KC numbers on the transition between wave and current
dominated hydrodynamic conditions could not be studied as of now. However, it is expected, that a
wide range of Ucw and KC values would lead to an array of non-dimensional erosion volume curves
comparable to the transition of wave and current dominated scour depth at a jacket structure, see
Welzel et al. [12] as well as originally developed for cylindrical piles (see e.g., [14,26,27,34–36]).
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Figure 7. Maximum cumulative erosion volume VA,max (see Equation (4)) of test 1–5, depicted over the
wave current velocity ratio Ucw (see Equation (2)) in comparison to Equation (7) (see also Figure 6b;
~1.25 A).
Figure 8 illustrates the cumulative erosion volume VA,i (see also Figure 6b) normalized with
the maximum value VA,max for each test to further elaborate the differences in the development of
erosion volumes over the distance from the center of the structure. Starting from a distance of 1.25 A,
this representation reveals a rapidly increasing dependency on hydraulic conditions with decreasing
distance. Therefore, values corresponding to test 1–3 reveal lower magnitudes in between the structure
footprint (0.5–1 A), while values of test 4–5 show magnitudes (0.5–1 A) similar to VA,max around the
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main piles. On the other hand, for distances larger than 1.25 A, the dependency of erosion volumes
on the hydraulic condition is much less pronounced. Values for distances > 1.25 A reveal a similar
decreasing trend for gradients of eroded sediment. Figure 8 also indicates that the global scouring
process is more affected by a change of hydraulic conditions and the interaction of the structure than
by the local erosion process, which is limited to approximately 1–1.25 A. An exception is test 1, where
large amounts of sediment were deposited near the structure. Test 1 was considered as an outlier
for the derivation of Equations (9) and (10) as the test was influenced due to sediment deposition
around the structure (see Section 4.1). A combination of Equation (7) and additional terms, that relate
to the increase and decrease of erosion volume with change in Ucw and distance to structure, leads to
a general description of non-dimensional areal erosion volumes for the present study:
VA,i = Varea − 1.3(0.1 + exp(−4.6 Ucw))−1.5 (8)
with:
Varea A < 1.25A = (0.1 + exp(−10 A+ 8))−0.9B−C (9)
Varea A > 1.25A = −2.2 exp(−0.7 A) − 0.11 (10)
In which VA,i is calculated for the development over the wave current velocity ratio Ucw,
multiplicated with a factor Varea in relation to the size of the area to consider for areal volume differences.
Equation (9) accounts for the development of distances < 1.25 A, with B = (−5.2 Ucw + 6.9)10−2 and
C = (3.8 Ucw + 4.9)10−1 to account for different wave current velocity ratios (Ucw), while Equation (10)
describes the decreasing trend of dimensionless erosion volumes for areas > 1.25 A in dependency to the
size of the considered area, which is given with the dimensionless distance A (structure footprint = 1 A).
Equation (8) (approx. R2 = 0.87) allows the calculation of cumulative erosion volumes VA,i
which makes it possible to quantify the intensity of erosion in reference to the spatial extent. Values
calculated with Equation (8) can be converted into parameters introduced in Section 3, Equations (3)–(6).
In consequence, it is possible to estimate sediment volumes or scour depths in relation to the hydraulic
condition or distance from the center of the structure. The calculated erosion volumes can give
important information about a possible impact of a structure or a wind park on the natural dynamics
of the ocean floor environment. The knowledge of the value of eroded sediment around and within the
foundation structure, thus is also of practical use for the prediction of scour depths or eroded sediment
volumes, in example for the design of a structure or a scour protection system around such complex
foundation structures.
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Figure 8. Cumulative erosion volume VA,i (see Equation (4)), normalized with the maximum value
VA,max as a function of the distance A to the center of the structure, compared with predicted erosion
volumes relating to Equation (9), A < 1.25 A and Equation (10) for A > 1.25 A, R2 = 0.87 for Equation (8)
including Equations (9) and (10).
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Figure 9 is illustrating cumulative erosion volumes VA,i, compared with calculated values of
Equation (8) in relation to the distance of each interrogation area to the center of the structure. Measured
areal erosion volumes generally agree with the calculated values relating to Equation (8). Nevertheless,
some minor differences can be recognized for the areal development (regarding the representation of
Equations (9) and (10)) of test 3 and 4.Energies 2019, 12, x 14 of 25 
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A comparison of erosion volumes for test 3 (see Figure 9) shows lower eroded sediment volumes
within areas of 0.5 A up to 1.25 A as well as slightly higher erosion volumes for areas > 1.25 A.
In contrast, test 4 reveals a slightly higher erosion intensity (erosion per area) for the areal development
within 0.5–1.25 A as well as a lower intensity for areas > 1.25 A for measured compared to predicted
values, see Figure 9. Additionally, Figure 10 illustrates the non-dimensional incremental erosion
volumes around the jacket structure and compares them with predicted values obtained with Equation
(8). The comparison with Equation (8) shows that predicted values (calculated with Equation (8) and
converted from VA,i in to VI,i) can correctly describe measured values of VI,i of the present study.
In contrast to VA,i, the incremental erosion volumes VI,i exhibit an enhanced fluctuation near the pile
which can be explained with the calculation method related to Equation (5). For a distance from the
center of the structure > 1.2 A, erosion rates decrease significantly towards an equilibrium stage at
a distance of about 3.5 A. The convergence of erosion volume within all tests might thus be used to
define the maximum extent of the global scour around the structure. Due to a natural ripple migration
under live bed conditions, a certain erosion rate still remained for areas which were unaffected by
the immediate structure’s influence on the flow. Therefore, the global scour extent is defined with
a threshold of less than 10% of the peak value (at 1.2 A), in reference to the value of an interrogation
area, located in a distance of 5 A. For all tests this was the case at a distance between 2.1–2.7 A.
As a consequence, the maximum erosion intensity (erosion per area) is reduced by about 90% in this
distance. Contrary to approaches which were partly applied to predict global scour development in
the past (see e.g. Bolle et al. [10] and Sumer and Fredsøe, [14]), the present study reveals a significant
impact of the complex structure on the morphodynamic regime, which extends up to a distance of
2.7 A from the structure.
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To provide a comparison to data obtained in the field, Figure 11 juxtaposes data measured in this
study with in-situ field data from Rudolph et al. [8], Baelus et al. [9] and Bolle et al. [10]. As erosion
volumes are not available for the field datasets, the data is given in terms of the incremental erosion
depth DV,i in Figure 11. Bolle et al. [10] and Baelus et al. [9] presented field data around the same
jacket structure (with Dpile approx. = 2 m) in the Thornton Bank offshore wind farm located in the
southern North Sea. The authors analyzed several scans of the bed topography at various points
in time over a perio of three years. Rud lph et al. [8] analyzed bathymetric surveys aft r three
years around a wellhead jacket production platform which was founded by additional p st piles
and n ar bed brace . A comparison between common prediction approaches for single piles and
the scour development observed in [8] led to a factor of 3–4 times the predicted local scour depths,
which might be explained by the disturbing effect of additional structural elements close to the seabed.
In consequence, the disturbance impact of the foundation structure on the scour development could
not be represented by the pile diameter Dpile = 1.2 m alone. Instead, the influence of additional post
piles as well as the horizontal and diagonal braces have to be considered since additional effects
increase the local contraction of the flow and influence the vortex system. Therefore, data of Rudolph
et al. [8] are compared in Figure 11 with th post pile diameter = 1.2 m, as well as with an artificially
increased diameter = 2 m, similar to the one in [9] and [10]. Furthermore, the data shown in Figure 11
are calculate in reference to th post dredging survey iven in [9] a d [10] as well as a reference
value given in [8]. Whereas a direct comparison of magnitudes of erosion depths between the present
study and the field measurements is hindered by missing information on hydraulic conditions, the
development of erosion depth with changing distance from the center of the structure can be compared.
Therefore, it is revealed that the in-situ field data are generally in agreement with the areal distribution
of the incremental erosion depth measured in the present study, given in Figure 11 with the dependence
to the dimensionless distance A. The comparison shows in particular that the bathymetric surveys,
similarly, yield a peak of erosion depth at a distance of around 1.2–1.25 A. In addition, all datasets
exhibit a simil r development of erosion d pths before and afte this distance, i.e., a rapid increase of
depths towards the structure nd a slower decrease with increasi g distance.
As the bed topography, especially shown in Baelus et al. [9] was illustrated over an area of A > 3,
the global scour extent is analyzed related to the previously introduced definition. The bathymetric
surveys of [8] and [9] indicate a reduction of the maximum erosion rate by 90% in a distance of
2.7–2.8 times the structure footprint length (2.7–2.8 A), which is in line with the distance obtained
for the data in this study. In this respect, the bathymetric surveys of Bolle et al. [10] show a time
dependent context of the global scour development around the jacket foundation as those surveys
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were conducted 3 and 5 months after the installation. On the other hand, the bathymetric surveys of
Rudolph et al. [8] and Baelus et al. [9] were measured three years after the installation of the jacket
structure. In addition to the varying and unknown hydraulic conditions, differences between the field
data and the test results might stem from a difference in the time dependent stage of the global scour
development as well as differences in the structural design.
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Figure 11. Global erosion of the dimensio less incremental erosion depth DV,i (see Equation (6)) around
the jacket structure plotted over the structure footprint A, compared with in-situ field measurements of
Rudolph et al. [8], Baelus et al. [9] and Bolle et al. [10].
The previously described comparison illustrates that findings stemming from the present laboratory
study, generally agree with data from field studies (surveys of Rudolph et al. [8]; Baelus et al., [9]
and Bolle et al. [10]). Furthermore, it is shown that predicted values (calculated with Equation (8))
generally agree with measurements from the present study. It is shown that the introduced equations
and methods generally account for the spatial extent of global erosion volumes and scour depths
around the compared jacket structures, also for jacket structures which ave a non-symmetric footprint
as shown wit the compar d fi ld data of Rudolph et al. [8]. A ditionally, it is evealed th t it is
possibl to determine areas which exhibit or exceed a certain erosion rat . A similar areal distribution
of eroded sediment volume as well as a global scour extent in a range of the present study (2.1–2.7 A)
is found with a comparison of in-situ data (2.7–2.8 A). The comparison between the present study
and in-situ field measurements reveals a significant impact on the near field (A < 1) but also on the
morphodynamic regime close to the structure (2.7 > A > 1). Furthermore, the analysis proves, that
jacket structures, known as “hydrodynamic transparent” can also cause global scouring under certain
hydrodynamic conditions.
4.3. Local Scour around Individual Piles
In this section the loc scour around each pile i analyzed thoroughly and compared with the
global erosio on the near-field bed topography round the s ructure. For this, local and global erosion
volumes are analyzed and defined. In contrast to definitions given in previous paragraphs, related
interrogation areas ai are arranged in a circular pattern and are related to a distance times the pile
diameter (see Figure 12).
Figure 13 shows a top view of the measured bed topography over an area of 7 D around each
pile. X and Y coordinates refer to the center of each individual pile and are given in multiples of the
diameter. This allows a direct comparison between the bed topography and the analyzed erosion
depths DV,i. A shadowing effect of the jacket piles, which could not be eliminated with the present
filtering method, seemed to have only marginal influence on the computed surface elevation near
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the piles. This is observed for example in Figure 13e around pile 1. The influences were found to be
negligible for the calculated erosion volumes.Energies 2019, 12, x 17 of 25 
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Similar to what was found in the global erosion analysis, the local bed topography generally
confirms the trend of deeper scour with an increasing wave current velocity ratio. The bed topography
of test 1 (Figure 13b), on the one hand, illustrates the deposited sediment volume as an influence on
the measurement, but on the other hand, also shows a reasonable local erosion depth around each pile.
Furthermore, the bed topography for tests 2–5 (Figure 13c–f) shows an increase in scouring on the
upstream side of each pile, relative to the current direction, as well as higher erosion rates for pile 1 and
4 (upstream located, in current direction) in comparison to pile 2 and 3 (downstream located). The bed
topography measured for tests 4 and 5 around pile 1 and 4 (Figure 13e,f) shows a similar magnitude of
erosion. As shown by Welzel et al. [12], for current dominated flow conditions with values of Ucw >
0.7 the local scour depth approach values similar to that in current only conditions, whereas the bed
topography measured after test 5 (Figure 13f) shows a significant deeper scour around pile 3 and a less
pronounced scour depth around pile 2 than around the equivalent piles after test 4. Nevertheless,
a clear explanation despite the fluctuations due to erosion and backfilling is not found yet for the
difference between pile 2 and 3 at the end of test 5. Furthermore, especially test 4 and 5 reveal a slightly
higher erosion of sediment in an area under the diagonal braces (crossing the current direction), which
is an indicator for increased bed shear stresses below these diagonal braces. A similar erosion pattern
with increased scour depths below the braces was found by Welzel et al. [31], who conducted tests for
the same hydraulic conditions and the same jacket structure, only with the difference that the lo est
nodes were closer to the seabed.
Figure 14 compares the development of the erosion depth Dv,i for each pile over increasing circle
areas. Independent of the hydraulic condition and the position of each pile, the maximum erosion depth
was always found at a distance from the pile of around 2 D. At the inner most points measurements
show that the bed elevation appears to decrease again. As shown in Figure 14 measurements, related
to areas > 2 D reveal a similar decreasing trend of erosion, in relation to the slope of the scour hole.
As sand is being re-distributed, the local slope angle exceeds the internal friction angle, hence the inner
frictional forces of sediment grains are not able to withstand the gravity acting on the grains and thus
sediment sliding occurs. Sediment slides from higher to lower locations of the bed and erodes again.
A comparison of the incremental erosion depth DV,i of global areas (cp. Figure 11) with local erosion
depth values (Figure 14) illustrates a significantly higher erosion per surface area for eroded sediment
close around each pile. With distance from the pile, the erosion depth resembles that of the global
erosion value. However, it remains strongly dependent on Ucw even for larger distances to the pile.
The global scour depths for different values of Ucw clearly converged with increasing distance from the
structure, indicating a boundary of influence of the structure’s interaction with the flow. The influence
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is not as clear for the local scouring processes around the main piles, illustrated in Figure 14. The global
erosion causes a subsidence of the seabed simultaneously to the deepening of the local scour hole.
However, Figure 14 reveals a boundary of influence at a distance from the pile at which the gradient of
the erosion depth clearly decreases. Based on this definition, the size of the local scour hole is found to
be about 5–6 D for the present study and 3 D as an outlier for test 1. Thus, the maximum extent of
the local scour hole is defined as six times the pile diameter. The distance of about 6 D, at which the
gradient of erosion clearly decreases, thus might be interpreted as the boundary of influence of the local
scour processes on the global ones. The knowledge of this distance, as well as of the values of eroded
sediment, is of practical use for the design of a scour protection system and the required spatial extent.Energ es 2019, 12, x 18 of 25 
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erosion depth was always found at a distance from the pile of around 2 D. At the inner most points 
measurements show that the bed elevation appears to decrease again. As shown in Figure 14 
measurements, related to areas > 2 D reveal a similar decreasing trend of erosion, in relation to the 
slope of the scour hole. As sand is being re-distributed, the local slope angle exceeds the internal 
friction angle, hence the inner frictional forces of sediment grains are not able to withstand the gravity 
acting on the grains and thus sediment sliding occurs. Sediment slides from higher to lower locations 
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Figure 13. (a) Local bed topography, illustrated as an example for test 5, pile 3 with a sketch of
the diagonal braces, including the direction of the incoming current, which is coming from left to
right, waves are perpendicular to the current as well as exemplary circles related to an incremental
interrogation area of 3 D and the directions of the diagonal braces; (b–f) local bed topography related
to test 1–5; (b–f) in an area of 7 D around each main pile of the jacket structure.
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Figure 14. Local, nondimensional erosion depth 𝐷௏  (see Equation (6)) plotted over increasing 
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Figure 14. Local, nondimensio al erosion depth DV (see Equation (6)) plotted over increasing diameters
D around pile 1–4 (a–d), inner graphical subset of figure a–d is showing the related pile location, current
(0◦ from left to right) and wave (90◦ perpendicular to the current) direction.
The literature reports that hydrodynamic interactions are relatively small for distances > 6 D
around circular cylinders [16–18], which is partly transferred as a border of influence for global
scouring processes [10]. The present jacket model has a spacing of ~14 D between the pile centers,
which is far above a previously described critical distance of 6 D. The volume analysis presented in
paragraph 3 proves that there is a significant influence on the global erosion for areas > 6 D for the
present structure. Nevertheless, the illustrated erosion depth shown in Figure 14 also confirms that
hydrodynamic interactions are significantly smaller for distances > 6 D.
To quantify and compare local and global erosion processes on the overall eroded sediment
volume, global erosion volumes are calculated for a threshold of 1.25 A as this distance was found
to mark the maximum erosion intensity around the structure. The local eroded sediment volume is
considered to be limited to an area of approximately 6 D, as discussed previously, and is summed up
for all four piles. Figure 15 illustrates the difference between local and global dimensionless erosion
volumes VD as a function of Ucw. For values smaller than Ucw = 0.56 large amounts of the global
erosion volume can be attributed to local scouring processes around the individual piles. In particular,
for Ucw = 0.56, 68% of the erosion volumes can be referred to locally eroded sediment and 32% to
globally eroded sediment volumes. However, Figure 15 also reveals that the share of global erosion
processes is significantly increased in current dominated hydrodynamic conditions. Measurements
of the present study show an increase to about twice the amount of locally eroded sediment volume
under current dominated conditions, see Figure 15.
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5. Remarks Regarding Practical Application and Scale Effects
Remark 1: Uncertainties regarding various scale effects may exist and must be considered when
results of small-scale experiments are extrapolated to prototype conditions. Scale effects in laboratory
experiments with a movable bed, e.g., the erosion of sediment, are attributed to the well-known
difficulties in geometrically scaling sediment [37,38]. To avoid cohesive behaviour, the sediment
was not geometrically scaled in accordance with the model length scale. Instead, to ensure some
form of similitude of sediment mobility, the flow velocities were scaled related to the desired flow
intensities, i.e. to reach shields parameters (calculated after Soulsby and Clarke [39]) close to the
critical Shields parameter. In addition, wave parameters were selected to achieve a certain range of
Keulegan-Carpenter numbers and wave current velocity ratios Ucw. As a result of the disproportional
scaled sediment, i.e., relatively large grain sizes compared to field conditions with comparable small
velocities in the present tests, it is expected that bedload transport is thus overrepresented in relation
to suspended sediment transport. In consequence, a complete similitude in sediment transport and
sediment pick-up rate is not reached. A possible scale effect in consequence of the underestimated
ration of suspended load might be that sediment is transported over shorter distances as in prototype
scale, presumably leading to different deposition patterns of sediment.
Remark 2: As a consequence of the disproportionally scaled sediment, the bed forms, e.g., ripples
are also larger in the laboratory experiments than in the field. The dynamic flow field over ripples causes
form drag and turbulence associated with erosion on the stoss side (upstream side) and deposition
of sediment on the lee side (downstream side) of the ripples. As an effect of the increased ripple
size the boundary layer is also affected and might be increased in thickness, thus leading to a larger
horseshoe vortex, influencing the scour development around the piles [14]. Furthermore, according to
Sutherland and Whitehouse [40] there is an increased sediment transport due to ripple migration in
a model with non-linear flows with proportional larger ripples than in a prototype scale with equally
non-linear flows.
Remark 3: In order to compare the present results with field measurements, it is also important
to know which temporal stage of the scouring process was reached during the tests, i.e., whether
or not an equilibrium stage was achieved. As tests of the present study have been part of Welzel
et al. [12], in which the development of scour around the jacket at different locations over time was
analyzed, the test duration was generally chosen to enable the scour process to reach the equilibrium
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stage. By an extrapolation of the expected equilibrium scour depths, Welzel et al. [12] concluded that
around 90% of the equilibrium depths were reached for the local scouring processes at the end of the
tests. In contrast, the study did not show a clear attainment of an equilibrium stage for measurements
related to the global scour depth, particularly under higher current velocities. With a scale factor
of 1:30, present test durations correspond to a storm duration of ~20–45 hours, depending on the
wave period. This is in the range of typical storm durations in the North Sea [41], but presumably
not enough to reach a global scour equilibrium stage (also under laboratory conditions). The local
scour depth data and combined bed topography data of Baelus et al. [9] and Bolle et al. [10] indicate
a similar trend of a faster developing local scour and a slower developing global scour. Results of [9,10]
and [12] therefore indicate that local and global scouring rates are controlled by scouring processes on
different time scales. However, the results also indicate that local and global scouring processes are
affected by a characteristic depth ratio but are correlated to each other by means of entwined feedback
mechanisms, presumably leading to an influence of the global scour on the local scour development
and vice versa (see [12]). In particular, the timescale of the global scour development as well as the
impact on the local scour development seems to be an important research question in this context,
which remains unsolved.
Remark 4: Furthermore, it should be noted that prediction approaches as Equation (8) and Equation
(7) are derived for tests based on the present study. Therefore, caution must be exercised when these
equations are applied and extrapolated to prototype conditions. To better estimate differences to
prototype conditions, scale effects have been discussed and measurements of the present study were
compared to available field studies on the scour development around jacket structures (see Figure 11).
6. Summary and Conclusions
Only a few studies exist which provide an approach to analyze complex erosion patterns around
offshore foundations. Therefore, hydraulic model tests were carried out, investigating the spatial
erosion process in the near-field and vicinity of the hydrodynamic transparent jacket-structure in
combined wave and current conditions. The main conclusions can be summarized as follows:
• Different volume analyzing methods and dimensionless parameters are introduced which can be
generally adapted for any other offshore structure or coastal structure to reveal physical processes
in complex erosion patterns. Therefore, eroded sediment volumes are normalized in relation to
a structural volume VD,i as well as in relation to the considered erosion area, VA,i, VI,i and the
structural diameter DV,i, given in Equations (3)–(6).
• A comparison between locally (circle area of 6 D around each pile) and globally (area of 1.25 times
the structure footprint) attributed erosion volumes revealed that wave dominated hydrodynamic
conditions with Ucw ≤ 0.57 led to scour patterns which were dominated by local erosion around
the piles (68% locally, 32% globally, for Ucw = 0.57). Furthermore, it is shown that the share of
globally eroded sediment volume is significantly increased in current dominated conditions Ucw
≥ 0.75 (33% locally, 67% globally, for Ucw = 1.0).
• The literature reports that hydrodynamic interactions between groups of circular piles are small if
the distance between them is larger than six times the piles’ diameter [14–16]. In the past, this
was partly interpreted as a border beyond which global scour around jacket-type foundations
may not occur [10]. In contrast to this, insights from the present study illustrate that the area of
the seafloor affected by a supposedly transparent hydraulic structure is considerably larger than
expected and is estimated to be 2.1–2.7 times the structure’s footprint for the present study.
• A comparison reveals that findings stemming from the present study generally agree well with
in-situ data from field studies [8–10]. Similar areal distributions of eroded sediment volume with
a stable maximum of the erosion intensity at 1.25 A (1.25 times the structure’s footprint) as well as
a global scour extent in a similar range to the present study (2.1–2.7 A) is found from a comparison
of in-situ data (2.7–2.8 A).
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• To improve the prediction of global scour around jacket-type offshore foundations, empirical
expressions (Equations (7) and (8)) are proposed to account for the areal development and extent of
global erosion volumes and scour depths in the near-field and vicinity of the foundation structure.
The analysis and derivation is explained stepwise and is based on insights of the introduced
methods. Furthermore, the knowledge of the extent of erosion patterns in relation to the erosion
intensity, as well as of the value of the eroded sediment at different points, is useful for the design
of a scour protection system around such complex foundation structures. While the former might
be used to determine the required spatial extent of a scour protection, the latter helps determining
the volume, which has to be refilled by a subsequently installed scour protection.
• Results allow a prediction of areas which exceed a certain erosion rate as well as a quantification
of spatially eroded sediment in the near-field and vicinity of the foundation structure. By this
means a structure-induced environmental footprint as a measure of eroded sediments partially
affecting marine habitat can be exposed. Once eroded sediment is entrained into the water column
it deposes behind the structure with the effect of burying marine habitats and can be transported
over long distances due to long lasting vortices and an increased turbulence and mixing [5–7].
As a consequence, not only areas in the vicinity but also in the far-field of the structure can be
affected, with potential impacts [2–4] on the marine wildlife and the ocean seabed environment in
general. These potential impacts to the marine environment might represent an important hurdle
for the future of wind technology in general.
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Notations
A
Reference distance times the structure footprint length;
A given times the structure footprint distance, for this structure 0.55 m in both directions,
1 A = 0.55 m/0.55 m, A = x or y distance / structure footprint distance in x or y direction
a1 Structure footprint area; for the present study a1 = 0.55 m× 0.55 m
ai Interrogation area ai in dependence to i
B Additional term of equation (9); B = 10−2(−5.2 Ucw + 6.9)
C Additional term of equation (9); C = 10−1(3.8 Ucw + 4.9)
D Pile Diameter of the main struts of the jacket structure D or Dpile
Dsleeve Diameter of the pile sleeve of the jacket structure
Dleg Diameter of the legs of the jacket structure
DV,i
Incremental erosion depth; representing an erosion depth of the related interrogation area
times the pile diameter
d50 Grain size for which 50% of the material by weight is finer
f Frequency
g Gravitational acceleration
Hs Significant wave height
KC Keulegan-Carpenter number
n Number of piles
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S( f ) Velocity frequency spectrum
U Orbital velocity at the bed in direction of the waves
Uc Undisturbed current velocity at 2.5 D from bed
U Mean current velocity of the vertical profile
Ucw Wave-current velocity ratio Ucw = Uc/(Uc +Um)
Um Undisturbed maximum orbital velocity at 2.5 D from bed
Urms Root-mean-square (RMS) value U of at the seabed
VA,i Cumulative erosion volume; VD,i in relation to each normalized area ai/a1
Varea Additional term in equation (8) to account for the areal development of volumes
VD,i
Dimensionless erosion volume; Verosion of an interrogation area ai in relation to the
structural reference volume
VI,i
Incremental erosion volume; the net gradient volume
(
VD,i −VD,i−1
)
in relation to each
corresponding area ai/a1 − ai−1/a1.
Verosion Eroded sediment volume in m3 below a reference value based on the pre-scans
θ Shields parameter
θcr Critical value of the Shields parameter
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